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ABOUT DD HAMMOCKS
DD have been at the forefront of hammock camping 
since 2005. Our current range of exciting and innovative 
products are the result of many years of prototype 
building, testing in different environments and long 
periods of development, combined with some great 
feedback and suggestions we’ve received from many 
people along the way.

We have an extensive knowledge of hammock camping 
in some very harsh environments and our products are 
built to withstand the worst nature can throw at them. We 
believe innovation of products should be ongoing and 
we continue to spend many hours working on existing 
products as well as new and exiting ideas. 

Some of the products we have developed over the years 
include a hammock / bivi (sleep on the ground or hang 
from the trees!); a high spec fully modular hammock; 
hammock specific sleeping bags; very versatile tarps and 
the lightest hammock in the world!

We are a small friendly team based in Edinburgh in the UK 
and we sell our products worldwide. Our range includes 
products suitable for hot, cold, windy, wet and extreme 
environments all over the world. Our products are used 
by some of the leading bushcraft schools, jungle training 
organisations, on TV survival shows and by people like 
you and us.

We aim to offer a quick and friendly service, answering all 
emails and shipping all orders quickly.

We hope you find this brochure interesting and if you 
have any questions please let us know.

All the best,

Nick and the team at DD
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PRODUCT RANGE
SPECIAL 
RANGES

HAMMOCKS
Different types, 
from Chill Out to 

Jungle.

TARPS
Variety of 

different sizes 
and colours.

SUPERLIGHT 
TENTS

INSULATION
Hammock 

specific 
insulation. 

CAMPING 
ACCESSORIES

DD Multicam Range

DD SuperLight Range



PRODUCT RANGE DD HAMMOCKS
• All DD Hammocks
• Hammock Suspension & Accessories
• Mosquito Nets
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Comfy for 
(H & W):

Flat length x 
width:

Weight (excl. 
webbing):

Mosquito 
net:

Colour options:

DD Frontline 
hammock

6ft 5in / 195cm 
& 125kg

2.7m x 1.4m 820g built-in Olive green, 
Coyote brown, 

Jet black, Sunset 
orange, MC

DD XL Frontline 
Hammock

7ft / 210cm
& 125kg

3m x 1.8m 1250g built-in Olive green, 
MC

Travel Hammock 
/ Bivi

6ft 5in / 195cm 
& 125kg

2.7m x 1.4m 930g built-in Olive green, 
Coyote brown

DD Chill Out 
Hammock

7ft / 210cm 
& 100kg

3.2m x 1.8m 530g - Olive green, 
Sunset orange, 

Electric blue

DD Camping 
Hammock

6ft 5in / 195cm 
& 125kg

2.7m x 1.4m 650g - Olive green

DD Scout 
Hammock

6ft / 180cm
& 100kg

2.35m x 1.3m 600g - Olive green

DD SuperLight 
Hammock

6ft 5in / 195cm
& 100kg

2.7m x 1.4m 270g - Olive green, 
Sunset orange

DD SuperLight 
Jungle Hammock

6ft 5in / 195cm 
& 125kg

2.7m x 1.4m 1520g built-in Olive green

ALL HAMMOCKS
Comprehensive range of hammocks from very basic to insect-proof, to 
ground bivi hammocks, a fully modular hammock sleeping system and the 
lightest hammock in the world!

DD hammocks have been used for many years worldwide in jungles, 
forests, mountains and deserts!

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/all_hammocks
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Size: 2.7m x 1.4m

Weight: 860g (excl. webbing)

Includes: Strong webbing (10m) 
2 x 2m Elastic Cord
2 x Lightweight Poles
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green, Coyote 
brown, Jet black
Sunset orange, MC

Frontline Hammock

Our popular DD Frontline Hammock is a versatile and tough double-layered design, 
with a breathable base and its mosquito net built in - meaning that it excels in both hot 
and cold climates.

Pair it with a DD Underblanket and DD Inflatable Mat to camp in comfort during the 
colder months, or take it on a tropical expedition - its netting and breathable material 
make it an ideal jungle hammock.
 
Sleep 100% bug-free with the Frontline’s insect net zipped up, or simply unzip both 
sides and roll up to secure out of the way. Alternatively, suspend the hammock with 
the net on the bottom to lounge out in the sun!

Find out more

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd-frontline-hammock?from_cat=32
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XL Frontline Hammock

The massive DD XL Frontline offers the same breathable base and ultra-fine bug 
netting as our regular Frontline - but features full curved spreader poles to maximise 
the benefit of the extra floor width.
 
Year-round comfort
With its breathable base the XL Frontline Hammock performs well in a variety of 
climates, including the jungle - making it an undeniably comfortable camping solution!
 
Sleep 100% bug-free with the net fully deployed, or simply unzip both sides and roll up 
over the poles to secure out of the way. Used with a ground sheet, this hammock also 
makes a roomy bivi.

Find out more

Size: 3m x 1.8m

Weight: 1250g (excl. webbing 
and poles)

Includes: Webbing (10m)
2 x 1m elastic cord
2 x curved net poles
Hanging pocket
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green, MC

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd-xl-frontline-hammock?from_cat=32
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Travel Hammock / Bivi

The DD Travel Hammock uses the same design as our Frontline Hammock, the only
difference is the two base layers are waterproof. Waterproof floor allows you to set this 
hammock up on wet ground as a basic bivi if required.

Zip up built on mosquito net for 100% bug protection, or simply unzip both sides and 
roll up to secure out of the way. Alternatively, suspend the hammock with the net on 
the bottom to lounge out in the sun!

Please note: Some Travel Hammock users may experience mild condensation due 
to the waterproof floor. This can be down to the air flow into the hammock set-up 
or the sleeping temperature of the individual. To increase air flow, we recommend 
suspending your tarp higher up or in a ‘diamond’ formation.

Find out more

Size: 2.7m x 1.4m

Weight: 930g (excl. webbing)

Includes: Strong webbing (10m) 
2 x 2m Elastic Cord
2 x Lightweight Poles
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green
Coyote Brown

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd-travel-hammock?from_cat=32
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Chill Out Hammock

The DD Chill Out Hammock more than lives up to its name! Escape the busy world and 
experience outdoor lounging at its comfiest.
 
From the back garden to the beach
This hammock is so easily set up that you can take it anywhere - and why not? Choose 
from 3 colours: turn heads at a festival in orange, chill out by the sea in blue, or hide 
away in the garden in green.

In case you thought you couldn’t get more comfy in this hammock, it also comes with 
one of our beer holders!

Find out more

Size: 3.2m x 1.8m

Weight: 530g (excl. webbing)

Includes: Webbing (10m)
Beer holder
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green, Sunset 
orange, Electric blue

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_chill_out_hammock?from_cat=32
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The DD Camping Hammock is our original hammock – first released in 2005, and still 
enjoyed the world over by beginners and seasoned hammock campers alike!

Durable and lightweight, the Camping Hammock suits a range of uses from leisure 
to wild camping. It also benefits from two zip-open layers for you to put either a 
thermarest between, or yourself!
 
Whether you’re planning to lounge under the sun in your garden or spend a night 
amongst the trees in the wild, you can rely on the Camping Hammock for optimum 
comfort and durability.

Find out more

Camping Hammock

Size: 2.7m x 1.4m

Weight: 650g (excl. webbing)

Includes: Webbing (10m)
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/camping-hammock?from_cat=32
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Scout Hammock

Basic but very effective.

Lightweight and compact, the DD Scout hammock is named as such because it’s 
perfect for Scout groups and smaller hammock campers.
 
It suits a range of uses from leisure to wild camping, and also benefits from two layers 
– for you to put either a thermarest between, or yourself!

Find out more

Size: 2.35m x 1.3m

Weight: 600g (excl. webbing)

Includes: Webbing (8m)
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/scout-hammock?from_cat=32
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Whoopie Slings (x2)

HAMMOCK ACCESSORIES & SUSPENSION

Beer Holder
The pouch will fit any standard soft drink, 
beer can, or bottle of beer. Designed to be 
hung from the side loops on our hammocks.

Size: Holds most beer cans & bottles
Weight: 10g

Hanging Pocket Hammock Sleeve
Has 3 mesh compartments, and is 
suspended from inside the mosquito net to 
store small valuables.

Size: 30cm x 15cm
Weight: 40g

Keeps your hammock dry when not in use, 
but also makes it easier to roll up and pack 
away into your rucksack or stuff bag!

Size: 2.8m x 15cm
Weight: 60g

Tree Huggers (x2)
Designed not to damage the tree, straps 
are wrapped around the tree and have two 
end loops onto which you can attach your 
whoopie slings using a karabiner.

Size & Weight: Regular (2m long x 2cm 
wide) - 54g; 3 Metres (3m long x 4cm wide) - 
120g; XL (2m long x 4cm wide) - 100g.

Upgrade your hammock webbing to these 
high-strength slings to make it even easier 
to adjust the height and angle of your hang.

Size: 6ft each
Weight: 40g

Soft Shackles
Made from spliced amsteel, these karabiners 
are a superlight (weighing in at just under 5g 
each) alternative to metal karabiners!

Size: Regular / XL
Weight: 8g (regular); 20g (XL)

We offer a variety of hammock suspension options, including knot-free, adjustable Whoopie Slings. You can also 
complete or modify your set-up with our hammock accessories.

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/hammocks
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Compression Sack

HAMMOCK ACCESSORIES & SUSPENSION

            Waterproof Stuff 
Sacks x3
Similar to our standard hammock and tarp 
stuff sacks, they provide 7L of dry storage 
each for any gear you wish. 

Size: 7L each (38cm x 29cm)
Weight: 80g

            Jungle Hammock 
Poles x 2

            Canopy for Jungle 
Hammock

A spare set of poles designed for the DD 
SuperLight Jungle Hammock and the DD XL 
Frontline Hammock. 

Size: 30cm x 15cm
Weight: 40g

Compatible with the DD SL Jungle 
Hammock, it can be used to add either 
overhead rain protection or a ground sheet.

Size: 3m x 1.4m
Weight: 220g

Mini Karabiners
Perfect for a whole variety of lightweight 
uses, they can be used to clip guy ropes to 
your tarp, or to hang light tools and gear.

Size: 5cm
Weight: 4g each

Suitable for packing and storing any of 
our tarps or hammocks, it provides 6L of 
waterproof protection for any gear you wish.

Size: 45cm x 25cm
Weight: 65g

Poles x 2
A spare set of poles designed for the DD 
Travel and DD Frontline hammocks (models 
from 2012 onwards).

Size: 40cm
Weight: 56g

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/hammocks
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SuperLight Karabiners x 2

HAMMOCK ACCESSORIES & SUSPENSION

            Steel Hammock 
Rings x 2

            DD Elastic Cord

These super-strong stainless steel rings 
weigh in at only 64g for both, and have a 
breaking strain of 1750kg.

Size: Outer diameter: 4.8 cm
Weight: 32g each

These light and super-strong karabiners, 
made by UK climbing specialists DMM, are 
perfect for hammock suspension system.

Size: 9.5cm x 6cm
Weight: 35g each

Hammock / Climbing 
Karabiners x 2 (DMM)

This handy cord is ideal for a number of 
uses, especially for bungee guy lines - a 
great alternative to standard guy rope.

Size: 3.5mm diameter
Weight: 120g

These karabiners weigh in at only 8g, 
but capable of supporting up to 400kg in 
weight.

Size: 5.5cm x 3cm
Weight: 8g each

Amsteel 2.5mm
Great for a range of purposes, most widely 
known for its use in making whoopie slings 
– a hammock suspension solution.

Size: 1m long, 2.5mm diameter
Weight: 5g per metre

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/hammocks
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Insect protection for hammocks, single beds, and double beds to keep your nights bug free.

Find out more

MOSQUITO NETS

Single & Double Bed Mosquito Nets

Be assured of an insect-free sleep on your jungle expedition with our single or double bed 
nets. Black in colour for camouflage and to make it easy to see out of them, they have four 
corner tie points and will protect you from all tropical insects.

Please note: These nets may not provide full protection against smaller insects such as 
Scottish Midges.

Find out more

Size: Single: 220cm x 190cm 
x 95cm
Double: 220cm x 
190cm x 170cm

Weight: Single: 300g
Double: 500g

Includes: 4 Hooks and tie cords
Stuff sack

Colour: Black

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/mosquito_nets
http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/mosquito_nets
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Hammock Mosquito Net

If you have a non-netted hammock such as the Camping or Scout hammock, you may 
find you’d like the option of insect protection.

The Bushmasters Hammock Mosquito Net offers 360 degrees of ultra-fine netting, 
featuring zippered entry, suspender poles with elastic to raise it, and secure drawcord 
closure at each end.

This net was developed along with Bushmasters.co.uk, who run military and jungle 
survival and training courses in the Amazon rainforest. So you can be sure it will keep 
out all insects – including the Scottish midge!

Find out more

Size: Suitable for all DD 
Hammocks up to 2.7m 
long

Weight: 550g (excl. webbing)

Includes: Elastic Cord
2 x Spreader Poles
Stuff Sack

Colour: Black

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd-bushmasters-hammock-mosquito-net?from_cat=31


DD TARPS
• All DD Tarps
• Tarp Suspension & Accessories

Back to contents   
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Ideal for: Flat length x 
width:

Weight (excl. 
webbing):

Colour options:

DD Tarp 4x4 Larger base camp / 
workspace

4m x 4m 1290g Olive green, Coyote 
brown, MC

DD Tarp XL Use with Frontline 
XL Hammock

4.5m x 3m 1020g Olive green, Coyote 
brown, MC

DD Tarp 3x3 Hammock and 
ground camping

3m x 3m 790g Olive green, Coyote 
brown, Jet black, 

Sunset orange, MC

DD Tarp M Hammock camping 3.5m x 2.4m 740g Olive green
Coyote brown

DD Tarp S Bivi camping 2.8m x 1.5m 450g Olive green
Coyote brown

DD SuperLight 
Tarp

Adventure sports 3m x 2.9m 460g Olive green, Coyote 
brown, Sunset 

orange

DD SuperLight 
Tarp S

Adventure sports 
and travelling

2.8m x 1.5m 260g Olive green
Coyote brown

ALL TARPS
Our lightweight, tough and extremely versatile tarps are available in a range of sizes 
(from a solo ground basha to large group shelters) and a growing range of colours.

Our tarps are used by military, jungle training schools, some of the leading bushcraft 
schools and people into outdoor pursuits around the world.

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/tarps
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Tarp 3x3

Our recommended shelter for hammock campers of all experience levels. Its 19 
reinforced attachment points offer a huge number of set-up options, and it’s the tarp 
of choice for bushcraft & survival schools, the military and countless wild campers 
worldwide!
 
Highly versatile
With the perfect dimensions for our regular sized hammocks, the Tarp 3x3 is what we 
recommend as ample cover for a single person plus gear. Arrange it in an A-frame 
or diamond over your hammock for all-round protection, or simply use it to extend a 
porch on your tent. Cook underneath it. Use it as a ground sheet. Craft it into a tipi-tent.

Find out more

Size: 3m x 3m

Weight: 790g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: 4 x Pegs & Guy lines
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green
Coyote brown
Jet black
Sunset orange
MC

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/ddtarp_olive_green_3x3?from_cat=2
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Tarp XL

At a generous 4.5m x 3m, the DD Tarp XL provides ample storm shelter for small 
groups and solo campers alike. Its 19 reinforced attachment points allow you to set it 
up in countless different formations - and its uses extend well beyond hammock cover!
 
Tough and highly versatile
This model is ideal for Scout groups and provides ample living space for survivalists 
and bushcraft enthusiasts. Take the DD Tarp XL on the trail to shelter you and your 
team on rest stops, use it to cover two hammocks side-by-side – or simply have it all to 
yourself!

Cook underneath the tarp on your wild camp, use it as a ground sheet, cover your 
kayak or touring bike with it, craft it into a tipi-tent...

Find out more

Size: 4.5m x 3m

Weight: 1020g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: 4 x Pegs & Guy lines
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green
Coyote brown
MC

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/tarp-xl?from_cat=2
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Tarp 4x4

The massive DD Tarp 4x4 is the ultimate dry cover solution for groups, teams and work 
spaces. 19 reinforced attachment points allow for a whole variety of set-up options, 
whether that’s to cover a few hammocks at once or to form a sturdy shelter for you and 
your friends.
 
Your team’s go-to shelter
You can count on the DD Tarp 4x4 to shelter you and your team from the elements 
on a backpacking trip, event or work activity. Scout groups or survival camps will also 
be grateful for its ample dry cover. Close it off or make it a canopy – it will stand up 
against anything the weather has to throw at you!

Find out more

Size: 4m x 4m

Weight: 1290g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: 4 x Pegs & Guy lines
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green
Coyote brown
MC

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/tarp-4x4-large-group-shelter?from_cat=2
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Tarp M

Popular demand called for a longer, narrower alternative to our bestselling Tarp 3x3 – 
and here it is! Ideal for hammock camping, the DD Tarp M provides further coverage 
for the head and foot ends of your hammock while economising on side coverage to 
keep pack weight to a minimum.
 
Perfect coverage
With enough coverage for all our hammocks, we recommend the Tarp M for one 
person plus gear. Arrange it in an A-frame over your hammock for storm protection, or 
even use it to extend a porch on your tent. 19 re-inforced attachment points allow for 
many different setup configurations.

Find out more

Size: 3.5m x 2.4m

Weight: 740g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: 4 x Pegs & Guy lines
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green
Coyote brown

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_tarp_m?from_cat=2
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Tarp S

A handy solution for wet weather out on the trail, the DD Tarp S is unobtrusive and 
lightweight. Perfect for ground bivi camping, it provides plenty of shelter for one 
person and gear and also makes a great quick set-up day shelter, tent porch extension 
or ground sheet.
 
Small but sturdy
 Its 19 re-inforced attachment points allow for a number of set-up options. Take the 
Tarp S with you on a backpacking trip for convenient dry cover, during rest stops and 
lunch breaks - or use it as either a ground sheet or top cover for bivi camping. Festival 
goers can also enjoy extra camping (or partying) coverage during those inevitable 
downpours!

Find out more

Size: 2.8m x 1.5m

Weight: 450g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: 4 x Pegs & Guy lines
Stuff Sack

Colour: Olive green
Coyote brown

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_tarp_s?from_cat=2
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TARP SUSPENSION & ACCESSORIES

Pegs & Guylines (x6) Hiking Pole
Handy for getting the most (more set-up 
options) from our tarps by tying / pegging 
out more of the many attachment points 
available.

Weight: 180g

Perfect for days up in the hills, this 
collapsible pole extends to 135cm and easily 
doubles up as a support for your tarp.

Size: 135cm height
Weight: 255g

This cord offers good grip on trees and we 
recommend using it as a ridgeline for your 
tarp.

Size: 10m
Weight: 160g

2.8m long by 30cm wide and can be used 
with our tarps and XL Frontline hammock.

Size: 2.8m x 0.3m
Weight: 100g

This strong, lightweight cord can be used for 
a variety of camping purposes, and is also 
ideal for suspending your tarp.

Size: 4mm, 10m & 25m
Weight: 83g & 177g

Tarp Fastener (x2)
Lightweight solution to keeping your tarp 
taught when set up on a ridgeline (use to tie 
prusik knot).

Size: Circumference = 70 cm
Weight: 5g each

All DD Tarps come with 4 pegs and guylines. You need to get cord if using tarp between the trees. 
Go over other optional accessories here in more detail. (Extra pegs, cords, mini karabiners, loop 
tarp fasteners, XL Sleeve).

Find out more

Cord (10m)XL SleeveParacord 10m / 25m

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/tarps


DD SUPERLIGHT RANGE

Back to contents   
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Comfy for: Flat length x 
width:

Weight (excl. 
webbing or pegs):

Colour options:

DD SuperLight 
Hammock

people up to 6ft 5in 
& 100kg

2.7m x 1.4m 270g Olive green
Sunset orange

DD SuperLight 
Jungle 
Hammock

people up to 6ft 5in 
& 125kg

2.7m x 1.4m 1520g Olive green

DD SuperLight 
Tarp

Adventure sports 3m x 2.9m 460g Olive green
Coyote brown
Sunset orange

DD SuperLight 
Tarp S

Adventure sports 
and travelling

2.8m x 1.5m 260g Olive green
Coyote brown

DD SuperLight 
Mosquito Net

use with 
SuperLight 
Hammock

2.7m x 1.5m 190g (excl. pocket)

DD SUPERLIGHT RANGE
The DD SuperLight range offers a complete selection of seriously compact 
camping gear.

Using the lightest material possible, we have developed hammocks, tarps, 
a mosquito net and suspension accessories that you can take on a variety 
of outdoor pursuits – from the leisurely to the extreme. 

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/dd_superlight_range
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SuperLight Hammock

Pocket-sized and weighing in at a remarkable 270g, the DD SuperLight Hammock is 
the hammock you can take absolutely everywhere!
 
Its simplicity makes the DD SuperLight Hammock an excellent leisure hammock, as 
well as an ideal solution for extreme outdoor sports or lightweight backpacking. If you 
ever wanted something to lounge in that you could fit in a jacket pocket, this is for you.
 
Ready-to-use and pre-fitted with the lightest possible suspension system, it’ll save 
you packing weight on the trail or when touring by bike. Or, simply make it your new 
holiday essential – ready to hang in the perfect spot in minutes!

Find out more

Size: 2.7m x 1.4m

Weight: 270g (hammock only)

Includes: Whoopie Suspension 
System
Stuff sack

Colour: Olive green
Sunset orange

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_superlight_hammock?from_cat=20
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SuperLight Mosquito Net

Designed primarily for use with our DD SuperLight Hammock but also compatible with 
the Camping and Scout hammocks, this clever net fits around you like a cocoon and is 
cinched closed with elastic, meaning there’s no need for spreader poles. Better yet – 
you’ll barely notice its weight in your backpack!
 
Leave the DD SuperLight Mosquito Net rolled over one end of your hammock to be 
deployed in seconds when required.

The internal hanging pocket is tied onto your hammock’s suspension cord at both 
ends, and helps keep the top of the net suspended above you to allow for some extra 
room.

Find out more

Size: 2.7m x 1.5m

Weight: 190g (excl. pocket)

Includes: 1 x Hanging Pocket
Stuff sack

Colour: Black

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/DD_SuperLight_Hammock_Mosquito_Net?from_cat=20
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SuperLight Jungle Hammock

The DD SuperLight Jungle Hammock is our top-of-the-range camping system that 
offers everything you need, while weighing just 1.5kg. With a double-layered base, fully 
detachable mosquito net and additional waterproof layer, the Jungle Hammock is an 
ideal solution for cyclists, backpackers, or anyone seeking a complete lightweight kit 
that packs into one small bag!
 
Fully modular hammock camping system
Both the mosquito net and the extra waterproof layer are detachable, making this 
our most customisable and versatile hammock model yet! Giving you the best bits of 
our most popular hammocks in one package, it suits a wide range of activities and 
really does serve the whole year round. Being breathable and bug-proof it’s also the 
hammock we recommend for tropical or rainforest expeditions.

Find out more

Size: 2.7m x 1.4m

Weight: 1520g

Includes: Whoopie Suspension 
System
2 x full width poles
3m guy line
2 x 1m elastic cord
Hanging pocket
Waterproof layer

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_superlight_jungle_hammock?from_cat=20
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SuperLight Tarp

Perfect coverage for our regular sized hammocks, the DD SuperLight Tarp is your 
backpacking essential, at a fraction of the weight of a regular tarp.
 
 19 reinforced attachment points allow for a variety of set-up options, from a hammock 
cover to an open or closed ground shelter. 

Ideal for lightweight backpacking or adventure sports like cycling, climbing or trail 
running, the DD SuperLight Tarp will keep you dry on rest stops while keeping your 
pack weight to an absolute minimum.

Find out more

Size: 3m x 2.9m

Weight: 460g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: 4 x Pegs & Guy lines
Stuff sack 

Colour: Olive green
Coyote brown
Sunset orange

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/DD_Superlight_Tarp?from_cat=20
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SUPERLIGHT SUSPENSION & ACCESSORIES

SuperLight Pegs x 6
You’ll be amazed at what you can achieve 
with a few extra peg points – a tipi tent, a 
closed shelter...

Size: 15.5cm x 4mm
Weight: 8g each

Made of the same waterproof material as 
our standard tarps, this will become your 
must-have accessory for any festival or day 
trip.

Size: 2.45m x 1.3m
Weight: 370g

This strong, lightweight cord can be used for 
a variety of camping purposes, and is also 
ideal for suspending your tarp.

Size: 16m
Weight: 1.6g / m

Poncho - LiteSuperLight Guy Rope

SuperLight Karabiners x 2
These karabiners weigh in at only 8g, but 
are capable of supporting up to 400kg in 
weight.

Size: 5.5cm x 3cm
Weight: 8g each

Find out more

Amsteel 2.5mm
Great for a range of purposes, most widely 
known for its use in making whoopie slings 
– a hammock suspension solution.

Size: 1m long, 2.5mm diameter
Weight: 5g per metre

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/dd_superlight_range


DD MULTICAM RANGE
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BLEND IN WITH DD MULTICAM

Research, design and testing spanning over 2 years 
has allowed us to bring you our own stealth pattern, 
which works well in many different environments.

Armed forces, woodland survivalists and wildlife 
photographers alike can experience the seamless 
and natural camouflage of our MC range – whether 
you’re hammock camping in the woods or sheltering 
at mountainous heights.

The DD Multicam range includes DD Frontline 
Hammock, XL Frontline Hammock, Hammock 
Sleeve, Tarp 3x3, Tarp XL, Tarp 4x4.

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/dd_multicam
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Capacity: Size: Packed size: Weight (excl 
pegs & guys):

DD SuperLight - 
Pyramid Tent

1 person (plus 
rucksack) or 2 

people

L: 260cm, W: 245cm, 
H: 120cm

28cm x 15cm x 
11cm

460g

DD SuperLight 
- Pyramid Mesh 
Tent

1 person (plus 
rucksack) or 2 

people

L: 200cm, W: 185cm, 
H: 120cm

28cm x 15cm x 
11cm

565g

DD SuperLight - 
Tarp Tent

1 person (+ 
rucksack)

L: 250cm, W: 150cm, 
H: 95cm

31cm x 13cm x 
12cm

710g

DD SuperLight - 
A-Frame - Mesh 
Tent

2 people (plus 
rucksacks)

L: 200cm, W: 130cm, 
H: 110cm

28cm x 13cm x 
11cm

730g

DD SuperLight - 
Pathfinder - Mesh 
Tent

1 person (plus 
rucksack)

L: 230cm, W: 140cm, 
H: 100cm

28cm x 15cm x 
10cm

510g

DD SuperLight 
- Tipi

3 adults or family 
of 4 (+ plenty 
of space for 
rucksacks)

L: 320cm, W: 
2900cm, H: 200cm

39cm x 10cm x 
10cm

1700g + 550g 
pole

ALL SUPERLIGHT TENTS
An ideal companion for lightweight backpacking or adventure sports, our range 
of tents combines durability with portability using our SuperLight materials.

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/tents
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SuperLight - Pyramid Tent

Size: L: 260cm, W: 245cm, 
H: 120cm

Weight: 460g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: SuperLight pegs x 13
Guy lines (2m) x 5
Stuff sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS: Perfect coverage for our regular sized hammocks, the DD SuperLight Tarp is your 
backpacking essential, at a fraction of the weight of a regular tarp.
 
19 reinforced attachment points allow for a variety of setup options, from a hammock 
cover to an open or closed ground shelter. 

Ideal for lightweight backpacking or adventure sports like cycling, climbing or trail 
running, the DD SuperLight Tarp will keep you dry on rest stops while keeping your 
pack weight to an absolute minimum.

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_pyramid_tent?from_cat=43
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Size: L: 200cm, W: 185cm, 
H: 120cm

Weight: 565g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: SuperLight pegs x 4
Stuff sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

SuperLight - Pyramid - Mesh Tent

This frame-free Tent is a great solution when travelling light or for minimal 
backpacking. Add its outer counterpart, the DD SuperLight Pyramid Tent (sold 
separately) to create a waterproof tipi style set-up!
 
With slim pegging tabs and a central top loop, the tent can be rigged in 2 ways: either 
suspended from a branch or overhead point using guy rope, or propped up from 
underneath using just 1 hiking pole.

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_pyramid_mesh_tent?from_cat=43
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SuperLight - Tarp Tent

The DD SuperLight Tarp Tent is a great solution while travelling light or for minimal 
backpacking. Frameless and single layered, it’s designed to be as light as possible: 
simply prop up the foot end with the spreader bar provided, and the top end with 
either 1 or 2 hiking poles.

Spacious enough for a solo camper plus a rucksack, the DD SuperLight Tarp Tent gives 
you shelter and protection from insects when you need it most. With a 3,000mm PU 
coating and a sheltered side door, it’ll keep you dry in stormy weather while its 3 air 
vents prevent condensation inside.

Find out more

Size: L: 250cm, W: 150cm, 
H: 95cm

Weight: 710g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: Guy lines (1m) x 5, Guy 
lines (2m) x 3, Support 
pole, SuperLight pegs x 
12, Stuff sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_superlight_tarp_tent?from_cat=43
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SuperLight - A-Frame - Mesh Tent

Designed to be propped up at either end using hiking poles, this tent fits into one small 
bag - and at just 730g (excl. pegs/guys) it won’t weigh you down!
 
 Used with a tarp for shelter, this tent is spacious enough for 2 campers plus a rucksack 
and is ideal for camping anywhere - from woodland to hilltop to beach to moorland 
environments. If you’re using it without a shelter, its ultra-fine netting is great protection 
from insects (including Scottish midges)!

Find out more

Size: L: 200cm, W: 185cm, 
H:120cm

Weight: 565g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: SuperLight pegs x 4
Stuff sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_a-frame_mesh_tent?from_cat=43
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SuperLight - Pathfinder - Mesh Tent

Simple to pitch, easy to pack, ultra-light to carry.
 
Frameless and single layered, the DD Superlight Pathfinder Mesh Tent is designed 
to be as light as possible and set up in no time: simply prop up the foot end with the 
spreader bar provided, and the top end with either 1 or 2 hiking poles. 
 
Spacious enough for a solo camper plus a rucksack, the Pathfinder Mesh Tent features 
fine insect mesh that’ll keep any size of bug at bay. Its floor has a 3,000mm PU coating, 
giving you protection from wet ground. Add a tarp overhead, and you’re sheltered 
from the rain too.

Find out more

Size: L: 230cm, W: 140cm, H: 
100cm

Weight: 510g (excl. pegs & guy 
lines)

Includes: 1 x spreader bar
4 x 2m guylines, 8 pegs 
Stuff sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/pathfinder_tent?from_cat=43
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SuperLight - Tipi

Super light as the name suggests, this spacious family sized tent comes in a one-man 
sized package.

Our first group tent with ample space for 3 adults or a (young) family of 4, including the 
associated gear, the SuperLight Tipi is a practical, lightweight and high performing tent 
fitting easily into most packs.

This lightweight family sized tent, offering comfort and style in equal measures, packs 
down to an incredibly small size, weighing in at under 2kg (excluding pole).

Find out more

Size: L: 320cm, W: 2900cm, 
H: 200cm

Weight: 1700g (excl. pegs & 
guys + 550g pole)

Includes: groundsheet, 
guylines, support pole, 
SuperLight pegs x 27, 
compression sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_superlight_tipi?from_cat=43
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ULTRALIGHT HAMMOCK STAND
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Ultralight Hammock Stand

Now you can use your hammock wherever you are - think beaches, clearings, hill-tops, 
festivals, gardens… The world is your hangout!

Precision engineered. Backpack friendly
We’ve been working with the designer of the ‘Handy Hammock’ (the former name for 
the stand) and are thrilled to have taken on production of this hammock stand in-
house.
 
Thanks to extensive research, testing and craftsmanship as well as the use of quality 
materials, this hammock stand is remarkably lightweight without any compromise on 
stability. It works using a ‘tri-pin’ anchoring system.

Find out more

Size: 72cm x 10cm (folded); 
set for DD Hammocks 
up to 2.7m in length

Weight: 1300g

Weight 
limit:

100kg

Includes: Struts, pegs, ground 
plates, guy lines with 
suspension loops, 

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/ultralight_hammock_stand?from_cat=44


CAMPING ACCESSORIES
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Hard-wearing and water resistant, the 55-litre DD Bergen Rucksack is the backpacker’s 
essential and is ideal for carrying hammock camping gear.
 
With a 37-litre main body, the three removable pockets add a further 18 litres to make 
up the 55-litre total capacity. From a hiking day pack to permitted hand baggage on 
most airlines, this rucksack can be taken anywhere – you’ll miss it as soon as you leave 
for a trip without it!
 
The DD Bergen has plenty of space in its main compartment, as well as an array of 
pockets to keep smaller items secure. Its attachment loops are also fully compatible 
with the measurements used by the MOLLE system.

Find out more

Bergen Rucksack

Size: 55L (37L main + 10L 
removable pockets + 8L 
Action Pack)

Weight: 1.7kg

Includes: Main body, DD Action 
Pack, 2 side pockets

Colour: Green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd-bergen-rucksack?from_cat=39
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The perfect companion for any 
outdoor enthusiast. Its attachment 
loops are fully compatible with the 

MOLLE system.

MOLLE compatible 
attachment loops
Padded waist & 
shoulder straps
Chest strap
Detachable Action Pack 
and pockets

Detachable Action Pack (8 litre capacity).
Can be worn around the shoulders or 
the waist, allowing you quick and easy 
access to your camping accessories or 
camera equipment.

Also sold separately.

Size: 8L

Removable side pocket 
with 5 litre capacity and 
attachment straps.

Size: 5L

Removable side pocket 
with 5 litre capacity and 
attachment straps.

Size: 5L

Side Pocket

Action Pack

Side Pocket

Plenty of space in the main 
compartment, as well as an array of 
pockets to keep smaller items secure.

Size: 37L

Main Compartment

Features include:
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            XL - Waterproof 
Stuff Sack

Magic CarpetRucksack Cover

Our XL Waterproof Stuff Sack provides an 
ample 30L of dry storage for any gear you 
wish.

Size: 30L
Weight: 55g

A miniature tarp, it has an attachment point 
at each corner that allows it to be pegged to 
the ground (or tied off to trees/posts).

Size: Regular - 140cm x 140cm
XL - 220cm x 140cm
Weight: Regular - 174g; XL - 225g

Made from the same tough material as 
our tarps, it provides peace of mind when 
carrying valuable items in wet conditions.

Size: Fits 30L - 45L rucksacks
Weight: 100g

SMALLER CAMPING ESSENTIALS
We offer a variety of camping accessories to accompany our range of hammocks and 
tarps to make your camping experience even more enjoyable.

Find out more

            Waterproof Stuff 
Sacks
DD Waterproof Stuff Sacks each 
provide 7L of dry storage for any 
gear you wish. 

Size: 7L each (38cm x 29cm)  
Weight: 80g

Action Pack

Compression Sack

It can be worn around the shoulders or the 
waist, allowing you easy access to your 
camping accessories or camera equipment.

Size: 5L
Weight: 440g

Provides 6L of waterproof protection for any 
gear you wish.

Size: 45cm x 25cm
Weight: 65g

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/camping_accessories
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SMALLER CAMPING ESSENTIALS

Mess Tins Water Bottle
DD Mess Tins make a handy addition to your 
cooking equipment. One fits inside the other 
and both have foldable handles, making 
them easy to pack.

Size: 18cm x 14cm x 6cm (Large tin)
Weight: 375g

Tough, dual-layered bottle will keep liquids 
warm for 12+ hours. Includes a secure 
screw lid with a karabiner to hang from your 
hammock or backpack.

Size: 500ml
Weight: 270g

Fire Steel
This compact and lightweight striking tool 
allows you to create a spark for your fire, 
even in wet weather.

Size: 115 x 22 mm
Weight: 48g

Water Bladder
Designed to fit into your backpack, this 
hydration pack features a drinking spout and 
a robust, secure valve to prevent leakages.

Size: 2L
Weight: 180g

Hiking Pole
A removable trekking basket and tip 
protector means you can also fix it into the 
ground to use as a tarp prop.

Size: 135cm height
Weight: 255g

Dry Bags
The stiffener bar and roll-top closure allows 
you to compress your items.

Size: 10L (48cm x 31cm) & 20L (61cm x 
36cm)
Weight: 110g & 145g

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/camping_accessories
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Wallet

            Hammock Beer 
Holder

Whistle

Inflatable Mat

Minimal, tough wallet with DD logo on the 
front and keyring on the side.

Size: folded size: 14cm x 9.5cm  
Weight: 60g

It allows you to relax in complete comfort 
and not have to worry about storing your 
drink when you have settled in.

Size: Holds most beer cans & bottles  
Weight: 10g

A corded whistle that also includes a built-in 
thermometer (in deg. C) on one side, and a 
compass on the other.

Weight: 30g

It has a tapered foot end, making it ideal 
to fit inside your hammock as an insulation 
pad.

Size: Regular - 180cm x 49cm x 3cm; XL - 
196 x 75cm x 3.5cm  
Weight: Regular - 780g; XL - 1700g 

First Aid Kit
Includes all you need to treat minor injuries, 
and has a hanging loop on the top to fasten 
to your belt or backpack.

Size: 12cm x 10cm x 4cm 
Weight: 80g

SMALLER CAMPING ESSENTIALS
Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/camping_accessories


INSULATION
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Comfy for: Flat length x 
width:

Weight: Min. 
comfy 
temp

Packed size:

DD Underblanket use with all DD 
hammocks

200m long 950g -5o 20cm x 18cm 
x 18cm

DD Hammock 
Quilt

people up to 6ft 
5ins / 195cm

194 cm  x  128 
cm (top), 92 cm 

(bottom)

875g +2o 20cm x 16cm 
x 16cm

DD Jura 2 - 
Sleeping Bag

people up to 6ft 
2in / 190cm

210cm long  1700g -5o 26cm x 22cm 
x 21cm

DD Jura 2 - 
Sleeping Bag - XL

people up to 6ft 
5in / 195cm

220cm long 2100g -5o 29cm x 23cm 
x 23cm

DD Inflatable Mat - 180cm x 49cm 
(widest point) x 

3cm thick

780g n/a 25cm x 15cm 
x 15cm

DD Inflatable Mat 
- XL

- 196 x 75cm 
(widest point) x 

3.5cm thick

1700g n/a 40cm x 21cm 
x 21cm

INSULATION
We provide a range of innovative and hammock-friendly insulation 
solutions.
Whether camping in the tundra or simply keeping the spring chill 
at bay in the local woods, our insulated products are up to the 
challenge in sizes to suit all enthusiasts.

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/insulation
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Underblanket

Suitable for use in temperatures down to -5C, the DD Underblanket works to prevent 
heat loss from beneath you. Hang it under your hammock, and feel the warmth 
generated in minutes for a cosy nights sleep!
 
How does it work?
In hammock camping, the majority of heat loss is from below due to your body weight 
compressing your clothing or the loft in your sleeping bag. The Underblanket combats 
this by hanging below your hammock so the loft is not compressed, creating a pocket 
of air warmed by your body heat. It should be hung with a little slack to gently ‘hug’ the 
hammock when you’re inside.

Find out more

Size: 2m long, fits all DD 
hammocks 

Weight: 950g

Includes: 8 x Mini Karabiners
Elastic cord
Stuff sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd-underblanket?from_cat=36
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Hammock Quilt

The DD Hammock Quilt makes an ideal comfort solution for spring-to-autumn camping, 
and is the perfect insulation companion to the DD Underblanket.
 
With its asymmetrical design along with central press-studs and drawcords at both 
ends to close it, the options are numerous: throw it over yourself, draw it in around 
your feet, or wrap it around you completely. It’s also much easier to get into than a 
sleeping bag, especially if you’re already in your hammock!
 
The DD Hammock Quilt offers its optimum comfort level when used in temperatures 
down to 2°C (35°F) with an Underblanket.

Find out more

Size: Comfy for people up to 
6ft 5ins

Weight: 875g

Includes: Compression sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd_hammock_quilt?from_cat=36
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Jura 2 Sleeping Bag

Getting into a standard sleeping bag while inside a hammock isn’t always easy – so 
here is our solution.
 
Comfortable for use in temperatures down to -5C, the DD Jura 2 Sleeping Bag is 
central-zipped with a waterproof footbox – designed to let you step into it on wet 
ground, pull it up around you and sit back into your hammock!

Find out more

Size: Regular (for people up 
to 6ft 2in or 188cm)
XL (for people up to 6ft 
5in or 200cm) 

Weight: Regular - 1700g
XL - 2100g

Includes: Stuff sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/dd-jura2-hammock-sleeping-bag?from_cat=36
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The DD Inflatable Mat has a tapered foot end, making it ideal to fit inside your 
hammock as an insulation pad.
 
It’s also great for bivi camping and is sufficiently lightweight to not weigh you down on 
the trail.
 
It’s quick and easy to set up: a secure screw valve at the top allows partial self-inflation, 
allowing you to top it up yourself if required.

Find out more

Inflatable Mat

Size: Regular: 180cm x 49cm 
x 3.5cm
XL: 196 x 75cm x 3.5cm

Weight: Regular: 780g
XL: 1700g

Includes: Stuff sack

Colour: Olive green

SPECS:

http://www.ddhammocks.com/product/inflatable_mat?from_cat=36


CLOTHING
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Poncho - LiteHooded Sweater Cap
Long enough to be worn over a backpack. 
Using its four corner eyelets, it can even be 
fastened to trees as a makeshift tarp!

Size: 2.45m x 1.3m
Weight: 370g

Beach

Our cap comes in olive green and features 
the DD logo on the side tab.

Size: One size

Mountain

Hooded Sweater with DD Logo on the front 
left chest and DD ‘Explore the Outdoors’ 
Mountain design on the back.

Size: M, L

Forest

EXPLORE THE OUTDOORS T-SHIRTS
Our range of T-shirts feature our new hammock designs on the back and DD logo on the 
front! Available in a range of sizes (S, M, L, XL).

Find out more

http://www.ddhammocks.com/products/clothing
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SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE

UK

USA

Finland

France

Sweden

Romania

UK

Japan

We would love you to share your adventure - please tag your photos and videos on Instagram and Facebook! 
#ddhammocks

https://www.instagram.com/ddhammocks/
https://www.facebook.com/ddhammocks
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